A weighty
issue

Snapshot
The morning after the
night before! Celestial Bay
with her colt foal ‘Rocky’
fast asleep in the barn
escaping from the daytime
flies after being out all
night grazing.

We highlighted the French
Jockey Club’s decision to give
an extra weight allowance to
female riders as being likely
to be very controversial, not
just in terms of fairness to all
runners, but also in the
ongoing argument about
equality. Allowing female
riders the extra weight
allowance was a slap the face
to those that believe they can
more than hold their own
against their male
counterparts without any
special concessions. The
French decision was enough
to prompt leading rider
Hayley Turner to make a
move across the channel only
to find that the allowance
was swiftly reviewed and
reduced given the sudden
surge in numbers partnered
by female jockeys. The French
authorities say their initiative
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Mastercraftsman fulfilling predictions

Richard Hughes aboard our winner Celestial Bay

The Ceredigion desert!

has worked simply in creating
more opportunities for them,
others would say it gave
many an unfair advantage.
Surely racing regulation should
simply be about ensuring
everyone is competing on a
level playing field?

THE

ITV’s take-over of racing‘s TV
coverage was initially
greeted with more than a
little anxiety by the industry.
But fair to say the channel
has done a really excellent
job and it’s a little unfair
that their efforts should not
have prevented the steady
decline in audience numbers.
Matt Chapman is the
channel’s ‘Marmite’ betting
ring presenter whilst Ed
Chamberlain has proven to

be a very good and
knowledgeable anchorman
ably assisted by Luke Harvey
and Jason Weaver who
combine to present a great
insight into the racing world.
Commentator Richard Hoiles
is simply the best and
paddock picker Francesca
Cumani brightens any screen
whilst also bringing welcome,
knowledgeable comment.
This year’s Royal Ascot
coverage was exceptionally

West Wales escaped all the
heavy downpours enjoyed
across the south of England
earlier in the year and by
mid-July there has been no
meaningful rain for months.
Although that meant
haymaking without the worry
of getting it in before a
downpour, it’s a much
reduced crop this year.
But the big worry is that we
have no mains water and are
totally reliant on our spring
supply. That’s meant regular
checking of the horses is
accompanied by anxious twice
daily checks of the spring too
to see that it’s still flowing!
It’s stopped a couple of times
and we now have fingers
crossed and eyes scanned
hoping for any likely clouds!
good presenting racing as a
very exciting and accessible
sport for all. Let’s hope their
efforts translate into a whole
new generation of race-goers.

Did you
know?
Frankie Dettori is 48 - his
first winner in Britain
coming at the age of 17.

When rules
should be
rules
Anyone who reads Richard
Hughes’ regular Saturday
column in the Racing Post
will surely agree with his
frequent calls that in racing
common sense should prevail
over more and more rules
and regulation. Many feel
that the BHA is in serious
danger of introducing over
regulation where it’s simply
not needed. The latest issue
has been around stalls
handlers who regularly
snatch a handful of grass to
encourage reluctant runners
to enter the stalls. The grass
is simply waved in front of
the horse’s nose but whipped
away just to encourage
forward movement. The BHA
now thinks that this practice
needs to be outlawed and is
introducing new rules to
enforce their view – its
regulation gone mad!

Did you
know?
Lester Piggott rode his first
winner when he was 12
years old and retired from
the saddle aged 60 in 1994.
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Before the 2018 season
started the Racing Post ran a
feature expressing the view
that Mastercraftsmen would
have his best year yet as a
stallion in 2018.
And the prediction has come

true with no less than 4
individual winners on a
single day and 11 stakes
winners worldwide including
Alpha Centauri who lit up
Royal Ascot when smashing
the course record.

He’s an interesting stallion as
his progeny seem at home on
all types of ground. With the
second half of the turf
season unfolding things may
yet get better… and let’s
hope so for our filly!

Racecourses
upping their
game...
It really seems not that long
ago that owners were
crammed into portakabins
away from the grandstand
and needed to wrestle their
way to get a drink or claim a
sandwich that was rapidly
curling up at the corners.
From recent press accounts
not a lot has changed at
Worcester and thankfully,
from that perspective,
Folkestone has now closed.
But other tracks have made
significant improvements
providing at least some kind
of meal and refreshment in
much better facilities.
Newbury’s Owners’ Club is a
revelation providing free
meals of restaurant quality.
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Bath’s fare is somewhat less
ambitious but it does provide
all owners with free fish and
chips and a cream tea.
Richard Hughes has been
scathing about facilities at
Windsor (interesting that
those attracting most criticism
are all run by ARC - but now

much improved) whilst
catering at Kempton has
always set an excellent
standard in their Panoramic
restaurant.
It’s been a long time coming
but at last it seems that
courses really appreciate who’s
providing their racing product!

How handicapping works

Better late than never! Very
The photo shows our 3-y-o
Homebred colt Real Madrid
ridden by champion jockey
Vincent Jannsen after winning
the Prix Caroline at Sterrebeek
by 5 lengths in 1994. But it’s
taken 24 years to receive our
winnings! Although
Weatherbys (who handle all
entries, jockey bookings,
payments and distribution of
prizemonies) made the
arrangements and charged us
accordingly, when it came to
payment of prizemoney we
waited… and waited. Initially
we were told that there were
‘administrative difficulties and that anyway Weatherbys
were not responsible for
overseas winnings’.

Weatherbys repeatedly said
that they would do their
best to expedite matters…
and we repeatedly asked
about progress.
Ultimately Weatherbys
remained in denial about
having any responsibility
despite them actually
recommending the Prix
Caroline as a suitable
overseas race for Real
Madrid. What prompted
eventual handover of the
prizemoney was a rather
rude letter from Weatherbys
in early 2018 pointing out
that our account was
marginally overdrawn
(despite an agreed facility
being in place).

Their ‘clerical error’ proved
more embarrassing for them
when we reminded them
they actually owed us. But
their response was that there
was no record of any
outstanding winnings and
that all winnings had been
paid. Their accompanying
statement showed payment
of other prizemoney for
races won abroad by Real
Madrid but by a stroke of
luck we had kept cuttings
about the race as well a
letter from Weatherbys in
1994 showing that
prizemoney was due… and
which has now magically
arrived 24 years late.
Don’t we all just love banks!

spirited!
Although the difficulties of
dealing with Delagoa Bay
when with her foal are more
than well documented - she’s
growing very well and
continues to use any excuse
to show her speed around the
paddocks! Having nicknamed
her Penelope Pitstop when
only a few hours old ‘Pitstop’
has proven to be a very apt
name as she sprints
everywhere screeching to a
sudden halt! Much of her
galloping is also accompanied
by excited squealing - a habit
we hope she’ll have dropped
by the time she reaches the
racetrack! She’s a great
looker, and very like mum,
always appears a picture of
health - a very bright and
glossy bay.
Her sire Swiss Spirit continues
to have plenty of runners and
winners - 35 so far in only his
second season to have
runners on the track. He is a
really strapping group winner
by Invincible Spirit ‘the sire of
sires’. As with Rocky we’ll
soon be looking to find a
suitable racing name for her
that ideally combines an
element of sire and dam Swiss Spirit/Delagoa Bay… a
bit of a task this!
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Rock on!

Did you
know?
Homebred Racing’s Real Madrid after winning the Prix Caroline by an impressive 5 lengths

New boys making the grade
It’s still early in the season to
draw too many conclusions
about which freshman sires
will top the table with their
runners in their first season.
But 2018 has already thrown
up some surprises including
Bungle In The Jungle who
currently tops the table with
No Nay Never having both
had the most individual
winners. Charm Spirit is in
third place. Kingman has also
made a good start and looks

likely to creep up the table as
the season progresses - by
prize money won he’s already
clear of the field. War Front’s
son and half brother to Due
Diligence has also made a
solid start and hopefully will
also finish closer to the top of
the table as the season
progresses. For breeders it’s
often a question of value and
whilst Bungle In The Jungle’s
fee is a modest 5000 euros,
Kingman stands at £55,000!

We’re often asked how
handicapping works and
what’s the point of it! The
reality is that most racehorses
are handicappers and only the
elite few are good enough to
race in ‘stakes’ races where
they all take each other on at
level weights as the weights
they’d be allocated in a
handicap would be
prohibitive. The only other
times when competing on
level terms are in novice and
maiden races from which the
handicapp er assesses each
horse’s ability by giving it a
rating after its initial 3 runs
which ultimately determines
what weight the horse will
carry in a handicap. So a horse
rated 75 would carry the top
weight in a handicap open to
horses rated 0-75. The idea of
handicapping is to give every
horse a theoretical chance of
winning meaning a handicap
race should finish with all the
runners crossing the line
together! Th e more weight
carried slows the horse giving
those with less ability, but a
lower weight, a greater
chance. The handicapper
works within defined

There’s a total of just
427 jockeys licensed to
ride in the UK.
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This is our exceptionally good
looking colt ‘Rocky’ by Due
Diligence out of our multiple
winning mare Celestial Bay.
He’s growing fast and
developing into a really strong
youngster - as his mum
discovers at each feed time
when he makes every effort
to push her off her feeder!
It’ll be exciting to see how
Due Diligence’s first runners
perform when they reach the
racetrack in 2019 - certainly
War Front and his sons
Declaration of War and War
Command continue to provide
winners at the top level.

It’s a family very well
supported by Coolmore who
will no doubt be adding War
Front’s more recent Group 1
winners to their stallion
roster. Due Diligence stands at
the very successful Whitsbury
Manor Stud and was a very
smart juvenile and champion
sprinter at three. There has
been much speculation
whether War Front would
prove to be just a source of
very fast juveniles - but recent
results have put that
argument to bed and Aiden
O’Brien, trainer of Due
Diligence, has always said
that ‘he was Group 1 winner
waiting to happen had he not
been injured during his 3-y-o
season’. Now that Rocky is
losing his foal colt we can see
that he’s going to be a very
dark bay just like his sire with
just a small white star being
the only marking - very smart!
We’ll be looking for his
racing name soon that
ideally combines an element
of his sire and dam Due Diligence/Celestial Bay.
Any suggestions very
welcome!
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parameters allowing 3lbs per
length in 5 furlong races, 2lbs
per length in mile races and
1lb for races of 15f and
beyond. Whilst handicapping
is intended to enhance the
spectacle by providing close
finishes it is, of course, a real
bookies benefit but sadly also
an en couragement for trainers
not to allow horses to always
run to their true rating since a
poor performance will reduce
the weight to be carried in
future races. There’s a view
that there are far too many
handicaps and that we should
have more ‘classified’ races
where runners all compete at
level weights with winners
moved up to the next
classification. But the bookies
really wouldn’t like the
thought of the best horse
always winning!
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Did you
know?
Royal Ascot is the UK’s most
valuable meeting with £7.5
million in prizemoney on
offer, featuring 8 Group 1
races and hosting over
300,000 racegoers

